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Abstract— Protection saving Data mining manages 

concealing an individual's delicate character without yielding 

the ease of use of information. It has turned into a vital range 

of concern yet at the same time this branch of examination is 

in its earliest stages .People today have turned out to be very 

much aware of the security Intrusions of their touchy 

information and are extremely hesitant to share their data. 

The primary thought in security protecting information 

mining is twofold. To start with, touchy crude information 

ought to be adjusted or trimmed out from the first database, 

all together for the beneficiary of the information not to have 

the capacity to bargain protection. Second, touchy 

information which can be mined from a database by utilizing 

information mining calculations ought to additionally be 

prohibited. The primary target in security protecting 

information mining is to create calculations for altering the 

first information somehow, so that the private information 

and learning stay private even after the mining process. In our 

paper we have compared the Intrusion detection via K-Means 

and Modified K-Means and get the better results in attack 

detection. 

Key words: K-Means, Intrusion Detection, Hacking, Network 

Attacks, KDD Cup 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Intrusion Detection Systems” propose data frameworks 

some assistance with preparing for, and manage assaults. 

They perform this by gathering data from an assortment of 

frameworks and system sources, and after that breaking down 

the data for conceivable security issues. Intrusion recognition 

gives the following: 

 Monitoring and investigation of client and framework 

movement. 

 Auditing of framework setups and vulnerabilities. 

 Assessing the respectability of basic framework and 

information records. 

 Statistical investigation of movement examples taking 

into account the coordinating to known assaults. 

 Abnormal movement investigation. 

 Operating framework review. 

As a critical application territory of information 

mining is Intrusion identification in light of information 

mining calculations, plans to understand the inconveniences 

of breaking down gigantic volumes of information. IDSs 

manufacture proficient grouping and arrangement models to 

recognize typical practices from strange practices utilizing 

information mining strategies. This study makes 

establishment in this field of examination and investigation 

and executes Intrusion discovery model framework in light of 

information mining innovation. 

A. Baseline Architecture 

There are three main components to the Intrusion detection 

system. 

1) Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) 

Performs an investigation for a passing activity on the whole 

subnet. Works in a wanton mode, and matches the activity 

that is gone on the subnets to the library of knows assaults. 

One the assault is distinguished or unusual conduct is 

detected, the caution can be sending to the head. 

Illustration of the NIDS would be introducing it on 

the subnet where you firewalls are situated with a specific end 

goal to check whether somebody is attempting to break into 

your firewall Network Node. 

2) Network Node Intrusion Detection System (NNIDS) 

Performs the examination of the movement that is gone from 

the system to a particular host. The variance between the 

NIDS and NNIDS is that the movement is checked on the 

single host just and not for the whole subred. The sample of 

the NNIDS would be, instigate it on a VPN gadget, to look at 

the activity once it was decoded. Along these lines you can 

check whether somebody is attempting to break into your 

VPN gadget. 

3) Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) 

It portraits your current substructure records and matches it 

to the past preview. On the off chance that the basic 

framework records were changed or erased, the alarm is sent 

to the head to inspect. The tip of the HIDS can be seen on the 

mission basic machines that are not anticipated that would 

change their setup. 

A decent measure of examination had done on the 

class equalization information dispersion for the execution 

investigation of K-means calculation. For skewed-dispersed 

information, the K-intend calculation has likelihood to create 

deficient outcomes as a few cases of larger part category are 

divided into the outnumbered categories, which makes 

bunches to have moderately uniform size rather than 

information have differed group of non-uniform size. 

 
Fig. 1: Intrusion Detection Architecture within One Cluster 

B. K-Means Clustering 

K-Means bunching is a straightforward strategy to gathering 

things into k groups. There are numerous routes in which k 

bunches may possibly be framed. The nature of an 

arrangement of groups can be measured utilizing the 

estimation of a target capacity which is taken to be the whole 

of the squares of the separations of every point from the 

centroid of the bunch to which it is doled out. Its required that 
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estimation of this capacity to be as little as could reasonably 

be expected. Next k focuses are chosen (by and large relating 

to the area of k of the articles). These are dealt with as the 

centroids of k bunches, or to be more exact as the centroids 

of k potential groups, which at present have no individuals. 

These focuses can be chosen in any capacity, yet the 

technique might work better if k introductory focuses are 

dissected that are genuinely far. Each of the focuses is 

relegated one by one to the bunch which has the closest 

centroid. At the point when every one of the articles have 

been doled out k groups is framed in light of the first k 

centroids yet the "centroids" will never again be the genuine 

centroids of the bunches. Next centroids of the groups are 

recalculated, and the past steps are rehashed, doling out every 

item to the bunch with the closest centroid and so forth. The 

whole calculation of K means can be compressed as 

1) Choose a value of k 

2) Select k objects in an arbitrary fashion. Use these as the 

initial set of k centroids. 

3) Assign each of the objects to the cluster for which it is 

nearest to the centroid. 

4) Recalculate the centroids of the k clusters. 

5) Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the centroids no longer move. 

Every article is set in its nearest bunch, and the 

group focuses are then balanced in view of the information 

situation. This rehashes until the positions balance out. The 

outcomes come in two structures Assignment of substances 

to bunches, and the group focuses themselves. The k-implies 

calculation additionally requires an underlying task 

(estimation) for the qualities/positions of the k implies. This 

is a vital issue, as the decision of starting focuses decides the 

last arrangement. 

In today's reality, security is the significant worry to 

ensure the touchy information. Individuals are all that much 

worried about their touchy data which they would prefer not 

to share. Thusly, giving security to delicate information is the 

real need in information mining as any unapproved access to 

proprietor’s information will bring up issues on the trust-

capacity of data extraction. Consequently, the security issue 

has turned out to be, as of late, a significantly more vital range 

of examination in information mining. Along these lines, 

lately, protection safeguarding information mining has been 

concentrated widely. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. A Review: Comparative study of various clustering 

techniques in data mining presented By Ms. Astha Joshi and 

Mrs. Rajneet Kaur in March 2006. 

In this paper they have reviewed that k-means algorithm has 

biggest advantage of clustering large data sets and its 

performance increase as no of clusters increase. 

B. Efficient data mining techniques for enhance intrusion 

detection system presented by Mrs. Nidhi Singh and Mrs. 

Nitya Khare in august 2009 

This paper presents different information mining procedures 

connected on Intrusion location frameworks for the powerful 

ID of both known and obscure examples of assaults, thereby 

add to a safe data frameworks. A powerful IDS requires high 

exactness and location rate and low false alert rate. 

C. Data mining techniques for intrusion detection: A 

Reviewpresented by Ms. Sumaiya Afroj, Mr. Kaushal Kumar 

and Mrs. Abhaya in june, 2010 

This paper shows a survey on IDS and distinctive information 

mining methods connected on IDS for the powerful Intrusion 

discovery of example of both vindictive and typical exercises 

in system which create secure data framework. 

D. Hybrid intrusion detection model based on clustering 

and associationpresented by Mr. Manish Somani and Ms. 

Roshani Dubay in March 2012 

This paper displays a half breed structure taking into account 

grouping and affiliation and fb development calculation is 

utilized as affiliation classifier which can arrange the 

information as indicated by the same set which can be better 

Intrusion location. 

E. Review on Data Mining Techniques for Intrusion 

Detection System year (2012) presented by Mr. Sandeep Dev, 

Mr. M.S. Chaudhari. 

To distinguish Intrusion system. Intrusion Detection 

innovation can be characterized as a framework that 

distinguishes and manages the vindictive utilization of PC 

and system assets. Information mining for the most part 

alludes to the procedure of separating or mining learning from 

huge measure of information. This procedure, first 

comprehend the current information and afterward predicts 

the new information. . Information mining functionalities are 

utilized to indicate the sort of examples to be found in 

information mining undertakings. 

F. K-Means Clustering Approach to Analyze NSL-KDD 

Intrusion Detection Dataset Year (2013) by Mr. Vipin Kumar, 

Ms. Himadri Chauhan, Mr. Dheeraj Panwar 

To avoid and to control data security dangers. In such case it 

is important to dissect the system components and system 

information to decide: the harm or lost brought about, the 

assault technique utilized, the character of who understood 

the assault, and the likelihood to build up an interest in a court 

Simple K-Means bunching calculation is utilized to 

distinguish the diverse groups and gathering them in four 

noteworthy assault classifications. We additionally give a 

complete investigation of various sort of assaults present in 

preparing and testing dataset. 

G. Cluster Based Anomaly Detection in Wireless LAN year 

(2013). by Mrs. P.Kavitha, Mrs. M.Usha 

Mimicked a remote LAN utilizing NS-2 and the follows are 

utilized to watch the activity designs In irregularity 

identification ordinary (great) conduct of clients or the 

ensured framework is demonstrated. The creators explore 

various leveled grouping calculation for peculiarity 

recognition in remote LAN activity. Relatives can check 

email from anyplace in a house. Neighbors can pool assets 

and offer one fast web association. The general inaccessibility 

of benchmark information on remote assaults (i.e., 

information with known assault types)calls for unsupervised 

models for remote Intrusion recognition. An unsupervised 

way to deal with Intrusion location involves information 

disclosure construct exclusively in light of the properties of 

system activity records. 
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H. Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) based on 

Data Mining Year (2013) by Mr. S.A.Joshi, Mrs. Varsha S. 

Pimprale  

Intrusion Detection includes a scope of security procedures 

intended to distinguish pernicious framework and system 

movement or to record proof of Intrusion. Intrusion can be 

characterized as "The demonstration of pushing in or of going 

into a spot or state without examination, right or welcome" or 

it can be any unapproved framework or system action on one 

or a greater amount of PCs or systems. Assailants have turned 

out to be more refined in the procedures they use to meddle 

into the corporate systems. 

I. Effective Approach Toward Intrusion Detection System 

Using Data Mining Techniques –year (2013) by Mr. G.V. 

Nadiammai, Ms. M. Hemalatha 

In this cutting edge world Intrusion happens in a small 

amount of seconds. Interlopers astutely utilize the altered 

adaptation of charge and in this way eradicating their 

impressions in review and log documents. the preprocessed 

information are examined and grouped by seriousness 

measures. In light of the condition of the information, 

cautions are raised to make the head to handle the 

circumstance ahead of time. The assault is displayed in order 

to empower the grouping of system information. All the 

above procedure proceeds when the transmission begins. 

J. A hybrid network intrusion detection framework based on 

random forests and weighted k-means- Year (2014) by Mr. 

Elsayed A. Sallam, Mr. Tarek E. Eltobely , Mr. Mahmoud M. 

Fahmy 

Numerous current NIDSs are tenet based frameworks, which 

are exceptionally troublesome in encoding manages, and can't 

distinguish novel Intrusions. it utilizes a proposed strategy as 

a part of injecting so as to pick the atypical bunches known 

assaults into questionable associations information. there is 

an earnest need to canny Intrusion recognition frameworks 

(IDSs) to recognize novel Intrusions consequently. There are 

two noteworthy Intrusion recognition techniques: abuse 

location and inconsistency discovery. 

K. Intrusion Detection System: Overview- Year (2010) by 

Mr. Hamdan.O.Alanazi, Mr. Rafidah Md Noor, Mr. B.B 

Zaidan, Ms. A.A Zaidan 

System Intrusion Detection (NID) is the procedure of 

distinguishing system action that can prompt the tradeoff of a 

security arrangement. In this paper, we will take a gander at 

four Intrusion identification approaches, which incorporate 

ANN or Artificial Neural Network, SOM, Fuzzy Logic and 

SVM. ANN is one of the most seasoned frameworks that have 

been utilized for Intrusion Detection System (IDS), which 

displays administered learning strategies. In any case, in this 

exploration, we additionally ran over SOM or Self-

Organizing Map, which is an ANN-based framework, 

however applies unsupervised strategies. Another 

methodology is Fuzzy Logic (IDS - based), which 

additionally applies unsupervised learning techniques. 

Finally, we will take a gander at the SVM framework or 

Support Vector Machine for IDS. The objective of this paper 

is to draw a picture for half breed approaches utilizing these 

directed and unsupervised strategies. 

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

A. Problem Statement 

1) “Intrusion Detection in Data Communication using K-

Means Algorithm of Data Mining” 

Information correspondence alludes to the trading of 

information between a source and a collector. Information 

correspondence is said to be nearby if conveying gadgets are 

in the same building or a correspondingly confined land 

range. 

While simple transmission is the exchange of a 

consistently shifting simple sign over a simple channel, 

computerized correspondences is the exchange of discrete 

messages over an advanced or a simple channel. The 

messages are either spoken to by a succession of heartbeats 

by method for a line code (baseband transmission), or by a 

constrained arrangement of persistently changing wave 

shapes (pass band transmission), utilizing a computerized 

tweak strategy. The advanced to simple transformation 

passband regulation and relating demodulation (otherwise 

called location) is completed by modem hardware. As 

indicated by the most widely recognized meaning of 

computerized sign, both baseband and pass band signals 

speaking to bit-streams are considered as advanced 

transmission, while an option definition just considers the 

baseband signal as computerized, and pass band transmission 

of advanced information as a type of.  

An Intrusion location framework (IDS) is a gadget 

or programming application that sees system or framework 

exercises for vindictive exercises or approach infringement 

and produces reports to an administration station. IDS arrive 

in an assortment of "flavors" and approach the objective of 

identifying suspicious activity in various ways. There are 

system based (NIDS) and host based (HIDS) Intrusion 

discovery frameworks.  

A few frameworks might endeavor to stop an 

Intrusion endeavor however this is neither required nor 

expected of a checking framework. Intrusion discovery and 

avoidance frameworks (IDPS) are essentially centered 

around distinguishing conceivable occurrences, logging data 

about them, and reporting endeavors.  

Also, associations use IDPSes for different 

purposes, for instance diffenciating issues with security 

arrangements, reporting existing dangers and hindering 

people from damaging security approaches. IDPSes have 

turned into a vital expansion to the security framework of 

almost every association. 

Information Communication is the trading of 

information (as Os and 1s) between two gadgets through 

some type of transmission medium, (for example, a wire 

link). 

A network is a group of two or more computer 

systems linked together. There are many classes of computer 

networks inclusive of: 

 Local-area networks (LANs): The computers are 

geographically close together (in the same building).  

 Wide-area networks (WANs): The computers are farther 

apart and are connected by telephone lines or radio 

waves.  

 Campus-area networks (CANs): The computers are 

within a limited geographic area, such as a campus or 

military base. 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/W/wide_area_network_WAN.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/C/CAN.html
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 Metropolitan-area networks MANs): A data network 

designed for a town or city. 

 Home-area networks (HANs): A network contained 

within a user's home that connects a person's digital 

devices. 

 Intrusion identification (ID) is a sort of security 

administration framework for PCs and systems. An ID 

framework accumulates and dissects data from different 

territories inside of a PC or a system to distinguish 

conceivable security ruptures. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Methodology 

In the proposed concept, we have first we classify the data 

using the K means clustering algorithm and then we will 

identify the attacks on the basis of the data captured. In this 

we have using the KDD Cup dataset to train and classify the 

attack types and then we will provide the test data which will 

contain the sample attack data to identify the type of attack. 

B. KDD CUP Dataset 

Since 1999, KDD CUP has been the most fiercely utilized 

information set for the assessment of inconsistency discovery 

techniques. This information set is readied by Stolfo et al. [5] 

and is manufactured taking into account the information 

caught in DARPA'98 IDS assessment program. DARPA'98 is 

around 4 gigabytes of compacted crude (paired) tcpdump 

information of 7 weeks of system movement, which can be 

prepared into around 5 million association records, each with 

around 100 bytes. The two weeks of test information have 

around 2 million association records. KDD preparing dataset 

composed of around 4,900,000 single association vectors 

each of which contains 41 includes and is named as either 

typical or an assault, with precisely one particular assault sort. 

The recreated assaults fall in one of the accompanying four 

classifications:  

 Denial of Service Attack (DoS): is an assault in which 

the assailant makes some registering or memory asset 

excessively occupied or too full, making it impossible to 

handle genuine re-missions, or denies true blue clients 

access to a machine. 

 User to Root Attack (U2R): is a class of adventure in 

which the assailant begins with access to an ordinary 

client account on the framework (maybe picked up by 

sniffing passwords, a word reference assault, or social 

designing) and can misuse some powerlessness to pick 

up root access to the framework. 

 Remote to Local Attack (R2L): happens when an 

assailant who can send parcels to a machine over a 

system however who does not have a record on that 

machine abuses some weakness to increase nearby 

access as a client of that machine. 

 Probing Attack: is an endeavor to assemble data around 

a system of PCs for the obvious reason for dodging its 

security controls. 

C. K Means Data Mining 

 
Fig. 2: File Selection Dialog Box 

In this form (…) first click on the button, to select the file on 

which we want to perform the K-Means data mining. 

Here we will provide the .csv file as an input. 

 
Fig. 3: Form for displaying the data 

In this form the data to be analyzed is selected and 

displayed in the grid view. Here we have also provided four 

buttons K Means, Draw Graph, where the KMeans will 

performs the KMeans data mining, and classify the attack 

types. Modified K-means will perform the modified KMeans 

data mining in order to obtain the better results and Draw 

Modified Graph for plotting the result obtained for the 

modified K-Means. 

 
Fig. 4: Dialog box to display the attack instances using K-

Means. 

 
Fig. 5: Dialog box to display the attack instances using 

Modified K-Means. 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/M/MAN.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/H/HAN.html
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The Draw Graph button, which will plot the graph 

on the basis of the data which is obtained using the KMeans. 

 
Fig. 6: Graph basis of the Attack Types. 

The Draw Modified Graph button, which will plot 

the graph on the basis of the data which is obtained using the 

Modified KMeans. 

 
Fig. 7: Graph basis of the Attack Types using Modified K-

Means 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

A. Final Objective 

In this we have to take the various samples from the KDD 

Cup dataset in order to cross check how the proposed 

algorithm work in all the samples supplied and whether or not 

in all the samples it will able to identify the attack types. 

B. Details of Experimentations 

For all the experiments we have taken the KDD CUP dataset, 

as shown in the below snap shot, 

 
Fig. 8: KDD CUP training dataset 

1) Experiment 1  

In the experiment 1, we have taken a sample attack dataset of 

10 records and the dataset is show in the below mentioned 

snapshot. 

 
Fig. 9: Test DataSet 1 

Now we will supply the dataset in our proposed 

implementation form, 

 
Fig. 10: Test Dataset 1 loaded in the Identifying attacks 

forms 

Then the alert box will appear to show the number 

of attacks identified using the K-means, 

 
Fig. 11: Nos of attacks identified using the K-Means 

Then the alert box will appear to show the number 

of attacks identified using the K-means, 

 
Fig. 12: Nos of attacks identified using the Modified K-

Means 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are the almost requirement 

in the current scenario of the technology and the networking 

environment. There are various algorithms and concepts for 

IDS, here in my thesis I have present the K-Means Modified 

Algorithm for Attack Identification, which on the basis of the 

comparison show will provide the better results as compared 

to K-Means. Compared with other intrusion detection, this 

system showed better performance in the detection of various 

attacks. 
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A. Future Work 

In our dissertation, we have used the KDD cup dataset which 

contains the network visualization on static data collected for 

the network, in our future work, we will like the simulate 

these attack on network and will train our algorithm for the 

network attack detection. Another segment in to further 

increase the number of attacks identification. 
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